
What  exactly  does  the  new  linear  unit  
from  RK  Rose+Krieger look like? How do I 
use a flange or hidden bracket? Find out the 
answers to these and many more questions 
in our infovan, directly on site with you. 

With more than 20 presentation boards with 
exhibits, photos, technical drawings and 
functional samples, not to mention a range 
of applications from the world  of drive and 
linear technology, our infovan provides a  
complete cross section of the RK products  
currently available. Talk shop and get to grips 
with our products in a relaxed and  friendly  
atmosphere.  Discuss  your   projects  and  find  
direct  solutions. There are so many different 
ways to discover both the new and tried and  
tested products from RK Rose+Krieger in our 
infovan.

Would you and your team like to experience 
the infovan?

The RK infovan on tour
The entire cross-section of RK products right on your doorstep!

The RK Infovan



RK Rose+Krieger GmbH, Postfach 15 64, D-32375 Minden, Tel.: +49 5 71 93 35-0,  Fax: +49 5 71 93 35-119,  www.rk-rose-krieger.com

 9The proven BLOCAN® aluminium assembly system with profiles of

 920 mm to 320 mm for diverse applications

 9Connection technology with a unmatched   
  combination of flexibility and reliability

PROFILE TECHNOLOGY

 9Reliable connections between round and square tubes

 9Connecting elements made of aluminium, steel, 
  stainless steel and plastic

 9 Sizes from 12 mm to 80 mm

CONNECTING TECHNOLOGY

 9Manual adjustment units

 9Electrical cylinders

 9 Lifting columns

 9 Linear actuators

 9We move up 3 tons over 12 metres precise, dynamic and reliabe

LINEAR TECHNOLOGY

 9We develop, manufacture and install for you

 9Machine frames

 9Workplaces

 9Protective enclosures

 9Multidimensional linear actuator modules

 9Complete drive solutions

MODULAR TECHNOLOGY

Why not call us to arrange a date for the RK infovan to stop by

Company: ......................................................................................................................                                                                                                      

Dept.: ..............................................................................................................................

FAO.: ...............................................................................................................................

Adress: ......................................................................................................................

Phone: .........................................................................................................................
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